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In December 1975, the Lutz family moved into their new home on suburban Long Island. George

and Kathleen Lutz knew that, one year earlier, Ronald DeFeo had murdered his parents, brothers,

and sisters in that house. But the property complete with boathouse and swimming pool and the

price were too good to pass up. Twenty-eight days later, the entire Lutz family fled in terror. This is

the spellbinding, best-selling true story that gripped the nation, the story of a house possessed by

evil spirits, haunted by psychic phenomena almost too terrible to describe. --This text refers to the

MP3 CD edition.
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After years of hearing about this case I read the book and found the book to be very entertaining,

engrossing, interesting,scary, and compleat fiction. The so called true story is about the Lutz family

who moved in the house into Amityville after the house sat for a year on the market unsold. The real

"Horror" of the case happend a year befor when Ronnie DeFeo slaughtered his family with a high

powered rifle and was later arrested and sentenced to more the 150 years in jail. He said that voices

told him to kill. The jury didn't agree and found him guilty. The Lutz's George and Kathy would run

screaming form the house less than a month after they moved in. The are some really good scary

moments in the book but at the the end of it all you can't help but wounder how so many were

duped for so long. People will say to this day it was a true story. The Warrens, two New England

Pharonormalist's have defended the case with a real fever and the "Battle" between the Warrens

and Dr Stephen Kaplan can at times be more entertaining. There were some strange things about



the story, like how Defeo killed his family while they slept but none of them wake up when the shots

are fired. This however can be explained that he drugged his family, Defeo himself a drug addict,

and they were out when the murder's happened. However no one else heard the shots in the

house's around the home. Countless stories have been so called 'True Stories' but it is hard to

prove the validity of the story, on the flip side it's just as hard to say it never happened. The

Amityville Horror spawned a movie and countless book and movie sequels that only make the

original look more foolish. The book is a good one as a spooky ghost story but as a work of true

literiture it seems to lose you very early.
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